+VMZ 
Dear Dr. Wutoh:
Most of the faculty I interact with try to adhere to values that have been the foundation of the
strength and survival of the African American community. I mention this since these values were at
the heart of my letter requesting the COAS Decanal Search timeline be extended.
For example, a junior faculty member (an assistant professor) politely disagreed with an HU Dean in
a meeting. The disagreement was respectful and it was an example of the academic freedom that we
expect for students and faculty. It was an occurrence that is normal at almost any American
university. However, the Dean's response was anything but normal. The HU Dean said that he
would “remember what was said” when the junior faculty member came up for tenure. According
to this junior faculty member, the message from the HU Dean was clear. The message was that
publicly disagreeing with the Dean would result in denial of tenure. The junior faculty member
reported this to the HU upper administration, but nothing was done. Many tenured faculty were
stunned and outraged when they learned of this. In fact, the administration’s use of intimidation
and retaliation was a reason why the faculty voted no-confidence in the HU upper administration.
The outrage and no confidence votes were responses consistent with the best traditions of the
African American community. We try to protect and support the members of our community,
especially those that are vulnerable.
This is why I wrote that the appropriate faculty for the COAS Decanal Search Committee are
tenured faculty. The tenured faculty appear to be the only potential committee members that may,
if necessary, publicly oppose the selection of the administration’s presumed favored decanal
candidate without fear of substantial retaliation.
The Decanal Search timeline has a similar problem. Please recall that the HU administration
scheduled a listening tour of Howard’s schools and colleges last year. If I’m not mistaken, the tour
was designed to be candid meetings between the provost and regular faculty - without any Deans
present. I thought the tour was a good idea, and I hoped to mention some of the challenges COAS
faculty face. I was actually looking forward to learning when the COAS meeting would be held.
Unfortunately, I was stunned when I read in an email that the HU administration scheduled the
meeting for 12/14/17. This date was two days after the end of the Fall 2017 semester. 

*O BEEJUJPO  UIF BOOPVODFNFOU DBNF XJUI POMZ B MJUUMF PWFS B XFFLT OPUJDF1MFBTF
SFNFNCFS NBOZGBDVMUZIBENBEFQMBOTGPSUIFXJOUFSCSFBLUIBUDPVMEOUCF DIBOHFE BU
TVDI TIPSU OPUJDF 0ODF XF MFBSOFE PG UIF TDIFEVMFE EBUF BOEUJNF  UFOVSFE $0"4
GBDVMUZ NFNCFST SFRVFTUFE UIBU UIF )6 BENJOJTUSBUJPOSFTDIFEVMFUIFNFFUJOH#VU
ZPV SFGVTFE UP SFTDIFEVMF  BOE LFQU UP UIF UJNFMJOF 8IBU XBT UIF SFTVMU 
"QQSPYJNBUFMZ  QFPQMF BUUFOEFE 5IJT SFQSFTFOUFEBCPVUPG$0"4
* IPQF JUT DMFBS UIBU UIF $0"4 GBDVMUZ NFNCFST TQPLF VQ GPS JODMVTJPO  8F EJE
FWFSZUIJOH XF DPVME UP QVTI UIF BENJOJTUSBUJPO UP FYUFOE UIF UJNFMJOF BOE JODMVEF BT
NVDI GBDVMUZ JOQVU BT QPTTJCMF EVSJOH UIF MJTUFOJOH UPVS  8F BSF EPJOH UIF TBNF
OPX GPS UIF $0"4 %FDBOBM 4FBSDI  .PTU GBDVMUZ NBEF QMBOT GPS UIF  NPOUI
TVNNFS  CSFBL 4PNF GBDVMUZ BSF PWFSTFBT  WJTJUJOH MBCPSBUPSJFT JOPUIFSTUBUFT PS
PVU PG UPXO BOE QSFQBSJOH GPS UIF VQDPNJOH TFNFTUFS  5IFZ BSF TJNQMZ VOBWBJMBCMF
5IJTJTXIZXFBSFQVTIJOHGPSBOFYUFOTJPOPGUIFTFBSDIUJNFMJOF 0VS SFRVFTUT BSF
DPOTJTUFOU XJUI UIF CFTU USBEJUJPOT PG "GSJDBO "NFSJDBOT  0VS DPNNVOJUZ IBT
BMXBZT SBJTFE PVS WPJDFT GPS GBJSOFTT BOEJODMVTJPO  FWFO JG UIF DPOTFRVFODFT PG
TQFBLJOH VQ BSF JOUJNJEBUJPO BOESFUBMJBUJPO
I’m happy to say that some of my faculty colleagues live by the values that have protected
and strengthened the African American community for centuries. I’m pretty sure our time
tested values won’t let us down now. I hope you won’t continue to work against these
values and, in the spirit of shared governance, that you will agree to an extended timeline. 
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